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The Offical Young Avengers Social Media
by TheShaddowedSnow

Summary

The Young Avengers going through their lives and adventures on Twitter and other such
social media

http://archiveofourown.org/users/TheShaddowedSnow/pseuds/TheShaddowedSnow


@youngavengersoffical

Kiddin’ @kidloki

So like… This is a thing now

    We Can @wiccan

    Loki?!?!?!?! WTF?????

    Hulkling @hulkling

    Babe don’t even try

-

America’s Jacket @missamericafan2223

Wait the young Avengers have Twitters now???

    Miss America @youngavengersoffical

    We have an official group twitter and our individual accounts, yeah. The Young Avengers
twitter will have the name of the YA member tweeting

    Speed @speedingbi

    Yeah, welcome to the madhouse that screws the multiverse then puts it back together
@wiccan

    We Can @wiccan

   ONE TIME! I REWROTE THE MULTIVERSE ONE TIME!

-

YA fan club president @edgequeen

I am here for this Young Avengers content. Queer icons

    Brad @blinkthief

    Um???? Not everything has to be gay Becky????

    Wiccan @youngavengersoffical

    I’m a trans gay Jewish boy, my boyfriend Hulkling is a gay alien boi, Miss America is a
Latino lesbian, Stature is a NB pan girl (uses they/her pronouns), Speed and Prodigy are bi



boyfriends, Hawkeye is heteroflexible and dating Miss America, and Loki is genderfluid and
pan???? We are v queer???? Leave us alone???? This is all public knowledge?????

    Giant-Ant woman @Stature

    Yeah I mean really???? Everyone knows this but you???? @blinkthief

-

Spidey @sticky_boi

Fellow trans! @wiccan

    We Can @wiccan

    Trans superhero club!

-

Kiddin’ @kidloki

So we’re gonna go punch some neo-nazis, be back

    Cap @Captain_America

    Hopefully I’m using this right but I stan

    We Can @wiccan

    You are, and I’m a gay trans Jewish boy, I’m their worst nightmare. I’ll make my ancestors
proud and punch them in the face. With magic

    Wanda @scarletwitch

    You’re also Romani, @speedingbi sorry your brother is my new favorite son

    Speed @speedingbi

    That’s fair

-

Speed @youngavengersoffical

The neo-nazis are taken care off. I mean hating anyone that wasn’t a cishet white person was
their downfall. We’re probably Neo-Nazi’s least fav hero team

    FRIDAY @avengersoffical

    Mister Stark has told me to tweet “I see your diverse queer team and raise you the adult
version plus Captain America”



    Speed @youngavengersoffical

    @Iamironman come at me bro

-

Hero Fan @heronews

This is the quality content I signed up for



Q&A

Chapter Summary

I just really wanted to do this I have zero excuses

Hero Fan @heronews

@youngavengersoffical and @avengersoffical have announced they’re starting a new
charity/project in support of their fellow LGBT+ members and will be opening up safe spaces
around New York.

    Hero Fan @heronews

    They are also starting a charity to help get money for surgeries and other essentials such
are binders, hormone therapy, and birth control. @iamironman has also announced that
Avengers Mansion and Tower are open to all LGBT+ people who need a place to live if they
were kicked out of their home/homeless

    Hero Fan @heronews

    He is also helping those unrightfully terminated due to gender expression/sexual
orientation. @wiccan has also announced he is opening up a support group.

    Hero Fan @heronews

@youngavengersoffical and @avengersoffical will also be doing a Q&A on the Young
Avengers Youtube channel

-

“You guys sure you’re up for this?” Tony asked as he watched Teddy shift into his Hulkling
form. “I mean you’re still… Relatively new to the whole hero thing.”

“We did save the multiverse,” Miss America pointed out. “And I’ve been saving the
multiverse far longer than the rest of them.”

“Dying and coming back to life was… Ew,” Cassie pulled a face, along with her dad. Both
were still going to therapy.

“Ted and I handled worse when we came out as gay,” Billy shrugged and plopped down on
his boyfriend’s lap.



“I can already see that question being asked ‘hey if he’s trans, why do you call yourself gay?’
because my boyfriend is a male. Screw them.” Peter gave a thumbs up.

“I may be single but I stan that.”

“They’re sickeningly cute,” Tommy drawled, currently on his own boyfriend’s lap. Billy rose
a playful brow at his twin brother.

“Are you ready to start?” Friday piped up.

“Start the live stream, give an announcement on both our twitters,” Tony nodded. They were
in the living room of the Avengers Mansion for this, so everyone could comfortably sit, even
if it was just the core Avengers members and the Young Avengers team.

“Hey, guys!” Tommy waved. “Speed here, ready to start this bad boy? Friday will be reading
out the questions, please be specific on who the question is for or we’ll just assume it’s for
everyone.”

“The first question is for ‘Wickling’ was it scary when you decided to come out?” Teddy and
Billy glanced at each other.

“As Hulkling and Wiccan? No. We figured people would find out eventually so we let
everyone’s favorite reporter interview us. As our civilian selves… Well… Hulkling’s mom
already knew by the time we got together and I accidentally came out to my parents because
they thought I was coming out but I was just trying to tell them I was a superhero. They’re
really accepting and they already knew I was trans by that time. Coming out as trans was
terrifying, especially because my family is Jewish My parents are super awesome though and
before anyone asks, yes, our families know our identities,” Billy finally answered.

“I guess… for me coming out wasn’t so much I didn’t think my mom would accept me, but
more was just like… A big deal because it made it more real?” Teddy tilted his head. “It’s
kind of hard to explain, as Hulking though it wasn’t scary or anything because I’m in a very
amazing relationship with the world’s best guy and because I was like ‘well, they don’t know
me as anyone other than Hulkling so…’ but that’s just me.” Billy smiled at him and cuddled
closer.

“If you don’t mind me asking, what’s everyone’s sexualities and idenities?”

“As everyone knows, I’m a trans male, and super gay,” Billy grinned.

“Gay and cis, well, at least how humans define the binary? Then again I didn’t know I was an
alien until after I became a superhero and thought I had shape shifting mutant powers so….
Eh?” Teddy shrugged.

“Asgard generally doesn’t put labels, you just are, but by midgard labels, I’m genderfluid and
pan,” Loki waved.

“And I’m non-binary and pan,” Thor hummed.

“Non-binary club!” Cassie high fived Thor. “I’m also pan.”



“Bi, and trans,” Peter grinned, he had his mask pulled up just enough so people could see his
mouth, mostly because he was munching on a bag of chips. “I had my top surgery about two
weeks before I got my powers.”

“I’m still saving up for mine,” Billy shrugged. “Luckily, having magic dash reality warping
powers means I don’t have to run around a whole lot.”

“Bi and cis,” Tommy hummed. “And yeah, I would have your head bro.”

“And mom, and uncle Pietro, and my grandfather, and my parents, and my boyfriend,” Billy
laughed.

“You better believe it,” Wanda hummed. “Also, cis and demisexual.”

“The irony of everyone wanting a piece of you,” Tony snorted. “Cis and bi.”

“Don’t remind me,” Wanda rolled her eyes and Vision smiled warmly at his wife.

“Nonbinary boy and straight,” Bruce spoke up. “Well, heteroromantic and asexual, even
before the Hulk.”

“Asexual, but that makes me the best seductress because I won’t actually have sex with you
and can just kill you without getting ditarcted by sex and feelings,” Natsha smirked.

“You are terrifying,” Steve chuckled. “Also, part of the trans club, got one of the first top
surgeries ever done in the US. I’m pansexual.”

“I stan him,” Billy decided. “Spidey, Cap, we need t-shirts.”

“I’m gay and cis,” Bucky added.”And Tony is an asshole.”

“Only when I want to be babe,” Tony hummed.

“I’m just an ally, but my child is Stature so all y’all cis striaghts who don’t support your kids,
get fucked,” Scott spoke up and Cassie grinned at her dad. They didn’t really care if people
knew her identity.

“He’s the best ally,” Cassie hummed.

“I see you with your dad and raise you my mom who defended me from her own sister,”
Billy put in.

“My dad defended me from my mom and stepdad.”

“ANYWAY I’m a lesbian. Everyone knew that though,” America snorted. “And this idiot that
I call my girlfriend is heteroflexible.”

“Mostly straight but every once in awhile a girl will catch my eye. Case in point, my sassy
Latina of a girlfriend.” America kissed her and hummed.



“Better fucking belive it.”

“Oh my, sir, should I put the filter on?”

“You do you baby girl, “Tony nodded. He figured they’d need it.

“Okay! Also, Wiccan, what’s it like being a Romani Jewish queer?”

“Very hard,” Billy admitted. “You’d be surprised to find out that I’m not very popular outside
of Wiccan. I know a  shocker,” he snorted. “But at the end of the day my friends and family
are by my side and they are the only people that actually matter. If you want advice from
me… Well, there’s a reason I’m making a support group as part of our joint project. It’s hard.
There’s always going to be people who hate you for being you, for not being what they define
as normal, but normal is a setting on a washing machine, not people. As long as you’re not
spewing hate or hurting anyone, be who you are and do what you like.”

“So… I heard rumors you were once called Asgardian, Wiccan?”

Billy groaned and covered his face. “Most of us went by different names back when we first
started. Well, when Hulkling, our retired members Patriot and Ironlad, and me first started
anyway. Kate suggested I change it because when people inevitably would find out about
Hulkling and I well… Let’s just say I was not going to be dealing with those puns  and jokes
for the rest of forever.” Teddy chuckled and pulled him closer.

“Ass-guardian,” Tommy teased.

“Leave me alone bro.”

“Because I can see what questions Friday isn’t reading out… yes, my twin is such a  twink.”
Billy wined and hid his face in Teddy’s neck in embarrassment.

“Hey Wiccan, how are you and Tommy and Wanda even related?”

“I had created two children out of nothing, then they died I went crazy and rewrote the
multiverse after someone enhanced my powers, and they were reborn,” Wanda shrugged. “He
calls both me and his mother mom. We use context clues to figure out which he means. They
took it surprisingly well, actually.”

“Pretty much,” Tommy mused. “I stay here or at the Tower most of the time. Or Wiccan’s
house.”

“Speed you don’t stay with your own family?” Tommy tensed.

“You don’t have to answer,” David murmured to his boyfriend.

“I… Can I skip this one?” Tommy asked softly. Billy reached over and squeezed his brother’s
hand. They all knew it was a bit of a sore topic for him.

“Anyway,” Clint cut in. “I literally can’t hear Friday.”



“You don’t have your hearing aids in?” Natasha asked, looking right at him. Clint shrugged.

“They got damaged in our last major fight.”

“And you didn’t tell me?” Tony asked, signing it as well. Clint grinned sheepishly.

“Wait, Hawkguy is deaf?” Tony signed the question and Clint nodded.

“Yep, eighty percent deaf, anyway.”

-

We Can @wiccan

Had a lot of fun with the Q&A guys! Sorry we had to cut it short



The twins mainly

Chapter Summary

I'm sorry

Twitter DMs

wiccan: Yo bro? You okay?

speedingbi: I will be. Sorry. I just…

wiccan: Nothing to be sorry for, still seeing our therapist?

speedingbi: Yeah. Seeing him tomorrow.

-

Speed @speedingbi

Sorry about the abrupt end to the Q&A, a lot of people have been asking about me and I’m
fine. My reincarnated family is just a bit of a sore topic.

    Catie @Animechan

    Mood. You doing better?

    Speed @speedingbi

    Yeah. I have a session with Wiccan and I’s therapist today. I go weekly.

    America's Jacket @missamericafan2223

    You have a therapist? No shade just curious

    Speed @speedingbi

    Yeah, life sucks sometimes. Also, @wiccan may I…?

    We Can @wiccan

    I got this if you don’t want to

-



Wiccan @youngavengersoffical

So full disclosure @avengersoffical also gave me permission to talk about this is gonna be a
long chain of tweets so get your butts ready

Wiccan @youngavengersoffical

First of all, I have depression. It’s more a chemical thing but it’s also mixed with some PTSD
and generalized anxiety which I take medication for and see a therapist

Wiccan@youngavengersoffical

Everyone but my boyfriend, me, and my brother see my mom and she's the official
YA/Avengers therapist and is amazing. My brother, BF, and I see a different person of
obvious reasons.

Wiccan @youngavengersoffical

Being a superhero/hero isn’t glamorous, isn’t fun. It’s… Hard, on all of us. We all have each
other for support though and also bring out an issue to the table besides hero related stuff.

Speed @youngavengersoffical

I asked to write about this…. I… Was experimented on for years. They wanted to make me a
living weapon.

Speed @youngavengersoffical

My dad left when I was really young, and my mom just didn’t give a shit most of the time.
When my powers manifested when I was defending my friend and accidentally blew up my
school.

Speed @youngavengersoffical

I was freed by my team and bro and the rest they say is history, oh and my reincarnated birth
mom hates that I’m bi and refused to get in contact with me after I got with my boyfriend

-

Know-It-All @prodigy

For those worried, @speedingbi is okay now, he’s in a  blanket burrito and we’re watching
movies with me in my apartment

    Speed @speedingbi

    *our

-

We Can @wiccan



Helping @speedingbi move into his new home today!

-

Hulkling @hulking

[Image of Billy’s hand] In other news @wiccan and I are engaged officially now!

    We Can @wiccan

    Yeah, you finally asked me properly!

    Hulkling @hulkling

    Rude I’m your fiance!

    We Can @wiccan

    ;)

-

Hero Fan @heronews

@hulkling and @wiccan are officially engaged (squeal!) and @speedingbi and @prodigy are
now living together

    I Stan YA @yafan

    Face? Clear

    Heroes? Queer AF

    Hotel? Trivago



Shorter chapter

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

I stan YA @yafan

@youngavengersoffical when is the first support group meeting and where?

    We Can @wiccan

    This Friday, at Avengers tower, just tell the front desk you’re here for a ‘meet-and-greet’
since if someone is coming with you or some people aren’t out yet or are comfortable with
random strangers knowing.

    Miss America’s Jacket @missamericafan2223

    Thank you for letting me know!

-

Wiccan @youngavengersoffical

I can’t wait to see you all today! Remember, it’s at 1:30, be there if you want!

    YA fanclub president @edgequeen

    Definitely see me and my baby sister @missamericafan2223

    Miss America’s Jacket @missamericafan2223

    Bitch I’m older I did not come here to be called out for my shortness

-

Hero Fan @heronews

Pictures are already being posted from @wiccan ‘s support group. All in all already seems
pretty successful

    We Can @wiccan

    It was great to see everyone and I hope to see them next week :) So much bigger and
successful than I thought it would be!

-

Kiddin’ @kidloki



So glad to have seen so many people at the support group. Also, all of you who were kicked
out, you’re my kids now. No going back.

    World Serpent @snek234

    @fastesthorse @dead_queen and @giant_doggo looks like we have more siblings

    Hel @dead_queen

    I am okay with this

    I am Valid @borngurly

    I stan

-

Hero Fan @heronews

Hello Hero News fans! Just letting you know, I’ll be a bit busy these next couple of days.
Don't worry! I’ll be back soon, just some busy stuff came up.

    We Can @wiccan

    A shame, but alright :)

Chapter End Notes

I just realized it's not obvious who heronews it

It's Kamala

I love her



Chapter Titles are hard

Pink Ghost @gwenpool

I’m here, I’m somewhat queer, but I’m not a deer

Merc with the Mouth @deadpool

Man, the writer’s love for you is finally showing through!

Pink Ghost @gwenpool

Right??!?!?!!?

-

Speed @speedingbi

I am sad there are even the handful of people living at the Manor and Tower, but it’s fine.
Y’all are my siblings now and @kidloki ’s kids.

    Kidin’ @kidloki

    Exactly, I’ll pay for all your crap.

-

Kiddin’ @kidloki

This is atrocious. Unacceptable

Kiddin’ @kidloki

All y’all ain’t dealing with that shit anymore. Come here, all of you will have the appearance
and body you want

Kiddin’ @kidloki

@wiccan I’m starting with you, you’re getting a dick.

    We Can @wiccan

    :D

Kiddin’ @kidloki

HRT and surgeries are ridiculously expensive how are you all surviving????

Kiddin’ @kidloki



I’m finding all of you. All of you. You get your preferred body! You get your preferred body!
All of you get your preferred body!

-

“You’re really going to do this?” Billy beamed. He was in one of Teddy’s shirts currently
because Loki told him not to wear his binder.

“Yes! It’s so ridiculous! I mean damn, you need thousands to feel comfortable in your own
body that sucks,” Loki decided. He was getting everything needed for the spell. It was a
relatively simple one if you were a god of magic, but he still wanted to make sure he got it
right. Stupid midgardians and their stupid ways. “Thanks for being my guinea pig for this.”

“I just hope it works,” Billy admitted. Loki just hummed.

-

We Can @wiccan

I finally have a dick! @kidloki thank you!

    Kiddin’ @kidloki

    Don’t ruin my reputation but you’re welcome

    Hel @dead_queen

    You cried during Hamlet

    Kiddin’ @kidloki

    You’re grounded

    Hel @dead_queen

    Sorry, Odin, I can’t do my job taking care of the dead who didn’t die in battle, my dad
grounded me

-

Pink Ghost @gwenpool

 @younger_Spider and I are just chilling! [image of her and Miles in full costume chilling on
a roof]

    Sunshine @younger_spider

    Had a lot of fun!

-



Merc with the Mouth @deadpool

@spidey look! Our children are getting along!

    Spidey @sticky_boi

    @younger_spider remind me to give you tips for dealing with people who constantly make
references to boxes and do weird unexplainable crap

    Merc with the Mouth @deadpool

    I knew you loved me lol

-

Prodigy @youngavengersoffical

@speedingbi and I aren't gonna be active for a while. Personal stuff.

    Speed @speedingbi

    Yep… Sorry guys

-

We Can @wiccan

A lot of people have been asking me about Speed, don’t worry about it. It’s personal and not
something he wants us to talk about. He’s okay, don’t worry. He just needs some time to work
some stuff out.



Speed and tough decisions

Chapter Notes

did I make Speed's "mom" racist and bigoted? Yes

Speed also curses a lot in this

just a warning

Speed @speedingbi

I know people are worried, but trust me, I'm fine, just going through some personal stuff. I
won’t be online much if at all, and I won’t be seen on the field for the time being.

-

“Thanks for coming with me,” Tommy murmured to his boyfriend. They had just arrived at
his hometown of Springfield, New Jersey, in civvies, of course, because just a couple of days
before the hospital called and informed him that his mother was terminally ill, and they
needed one of Tommy’s kidneys. Mary Shepherd wasn’t much of a mother, but before
Tommy had met Billy and his real/previous incarnation's mom, she was all the young
speedster had.

“Of course, Tommy,” David smiled warmly at him, sending all-too-familiar butterflies
through Tommy. The white-haired male never grew tired of the rush he got whenever David
even looked his way. Deep down, Tommy was still preparing for the other shoe to drop, and
David would leave him but… The bigger part of him really likes the thought of David
staying.

-

Young Avengers Group chat

Speed: This was a fucking mistake

Speed: I never should have come

Prodigy: Tommy…

Wiccan: What’s wrong? What’s going on?

Speed: That fucking damn bitch is what happened!



Miss America: Want me to come over there?

Stature: What happened?

Speed: Not even two seconds in stepping in her room, she said “Finally you’ve decided
you’re gay and you’re out of that ‘bisexual’ phase”

Speed: She then noticed David was black and had the nerve to say I shouldn't be dating
someone of “his breed” and when I protested said “I am your mother! You’ll do what I say! I
sacrificed everything for you-” and blah blah blah

Speed: And honestly? I don’t even want to go through the surgery to help donate my kidney
or whatever the doctors scanned me for a while ago

Speed: But for whatever fucking reason, I can’t let her die

Wiccan: Deep breaths for me okay?

-

Speed @speedingbi

People suck, life sucks, I just want to go home

    Know-It-All @prodigy

    Just one more day, then we can go home

-

Speed @speedingbi

[image of Speed’s kidney scar]

    We Can @wiccan

    For what it’s worth, I’m proud of you bro



I'm not sorry

Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

I just had the weirdest experience ever

    Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

    So like I’m trans, as you all know

    Peter with a B @Parkerpotos

    At school today, someone called me a girl and by my dead name, which sucks

    Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

    Then @hundredyarddash came out of NOWHERE and beat the absolute shit out of them

    Flash @hundredyarddash

    I may jeer and manhandle you roughly but dammit I at least know you’re a male

    Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

    Thanks…?

-

Group Chat

Peter: What even is my life?

MJ: Dude Flash has been following you around all day glaring at people

Peter: At least he’s not bullying me?

Ned: Pete, my man, my best friend, it’s like a flip was switched in him

Peter: it's weird

MJ: Mmm…

-

Peter with a B @Parkorphotos

@sticky_boi is clearly transphobic because he’s making me do SO MUCH work on his suit :/

    Spidey @sticky_boi



    You fight Sandman then we’ll talk

    Peter with a B @Parkorphotos

    Blocked

    Spidey @sticky_boi

    Roood

-

Spidey @sticky_boi

[Image attached: Spider-Man, Spider-Boy (Miles), and the Young Avengers] Ultimate Team
Up!

Sunshine @younger_spider

So much fun!

-

Group Chat

Peter: Seriously it’s weird!!!!!!!

Ned: Ikr?

MJ: Mm…

Peter: Am I going crazy? Did I fall into a parallel world?

MJ: Oh Peter…

-

A different group chat

Spidey: GUUUUUUUUUYYYYYS

Wiccan: jfc...What?

Spidey: one of my best friends isn’t being helpful so I need you guys

Spidey: So there’s this dude who used to bully me but recently he’s kinda decided he’s my
bodyguard? Someone decided to be an asshole as school and he beat the shit out of them

Speed: Nice

Spidey: I don’t know what to do??? I’m not used to him not being a complete asshole????



Miss America: JFC

Miss America: Gay Bois

Wiccan: What?

Hulkling:  ???

Miss America: Read your goddamn text

[delayed]

Hulkling:  Like 99 percent sure he likes you

-

MJamin’ @MJ

[Image attached of Peter in Flash’s letterman jacket] @guyinthechair you owe me twenty
bucks

    Ned Man @guyinthechair

    Dang it…



Crossover shinaigans, kinda

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

I’m Gay @Wiccan

I blame @speedingbi

    Speed @speedingbi

    Lol

-

 

Call me Dick @RGrayson

Who are all these people suddenly on here? I never heard of them?

    I Stan Ya @yafan

    How??? Have you not??? Who are you anyway and why do you have so many followers
like you a celebrity or something???

Call me dick @RGrayson

    I-

-

Hero Fan @heronews

Who messed with the multiverse this time?

    Spider @sticky_boi

    @deadpool what did you do?

    Merc with the Mouth @deadpool

    I didn’t do anything! …This time. @wiccan did you do it?

    I’m Gay @wiccan

    Um… No. 

-



Fastest Man alive @theflash

Soooooooooo

    Nightwing’d @nightwing

    Bats wants to know what you did

-

Hero Fan @heronews

So apparently @theflash screwed with the multiverse and now they’re combined

    Hero Fan @heronews

    As always I'll keep you all posted. The world now has at least twice as many heroes (and
villains)

-

Spidey @sticky_boi

I scared this dude with a black shirt and a weird red S on it because while training with him I
stopped his punch? Like dude I can bench press a skyscraper.

    Tony @iamironman

    I’m sorry WhAt?

    Nightwing’d @nightwing

    Lol @supesJR you got owned by a twig

    Kon-El @supesJR

    A twig who stopped a full strength punch from me

    Spidey @sticky_Boi

    Sorry!

-

Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

[Imagine attached of Peter and Miles in the back of a cop car] Yooooooooooo best middle
schooler ever! Mr. Morales just picked me up!

    Miles @GreatExspectations



    Surprise field trip!

-

Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

[Image of the New York skyline] Thank you @sticky_boi for help with the angle!

    Spidey @sticky_boi

    No problem! I owe you for the suit anyway!

    Arse-onal @speedy

    Wait he designed your suit?

    Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

    And created it!

-

Twitter DMs

Nightwing: Hey Peter right? Aren’t you or Spider-Man afraid someone might, ya know…

Parkerphotos: Kidnap me? Us eme against him? Don’t worry, Mr. Stark keeps me safe and I
trust him.

-

Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

[Image of an embarrassed Flash] Guess who came to meet Aunt May :D

-

Sunshine @younger_spider

Hanging out with the Young Justice Team and the Young Avengers! @ImpulsiveTendencies
and @speedingbi are currently arguing over who is faster.

    Sunshine @younger_spider

    Update: they tied

    Sunshine @younger_spider

    They were shocked to find out I can shock people and turn invisible… Sometimes. Still
working on controlling all of my powers.



    Sunshine @younger_spider

    Another update: @sticky_boi is now sticking to glass. Show off.

    Sunshine @younger_spider

    @wiccan and @hulkling are now flirting and making dinner plans while in battle training.

-

I’m Gay @wiccan

The joint training and hanging out was fun!

Chapter End Notes

Sorry, this took so long!

Largely this fic is self-indulgent

Comments and Kudos are always loved!



Peter centric

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

[Image of Peter yawning in Flash’s letterman jacket. The picture is lower quality than
normally seen on his account] Peter’s boyfriend here! Sleepy boyfriend in my jacket is what
the doctor ordered.

-

Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

[Image of Flash, clearly posing with a basketball] This secret nerd wanted me to take a
picture because apparently “This is the perfect spot for a picture fite me”

-

Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

[Image of Ned and MJ on Peter’s bed] Study session!

    MJammin’ @MJ

    Back to work nerd!

-

Iggy @IncisivePhotos

Hey @Parkerphotos do you do freelance work? Or maybe could give me some advice?

    Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

    Oh. Wow. I do freelance work, everything on here is just stuff I take because.

    Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

    Don’t be paparazzi, they’re assholes? Um, and just keep taking pictures and filling your
portfolio and put yourself out there

-

Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

I never thought I’d have a verified account? Idk what’s going on???



    Tony @iamironman

    You ARE my intern kid

    Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

    Well yeah but still

-

#1 Intern @Parkerphotos

@potatogun eat your heart out

    Harles @potatogun

    Blocked

-

#1 Intern @ParkerPhotos

[image of Tony Stark asleep at his lab bench] @iamironman needs the sleep

    Flash @hudredyarddash

    You do too babe

Chapter End Notes

This was a bit of a shorter chapter but oh well

Love? Hate it? Indifferent? Tell me in the comments!

Comments and kudos always appreciated



Another short chapter

Chapter Notes

Soooo this is shrot but the next chapter will entirely be outside of twitter (you'll see)

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Harles @potatogun

All geniuses are secretly stupid. Case in point @ParkerPhotos

    #1 Inter @ParkerPhotos

    Rooooooood

-

Speedster @ImpulsiveTendencies

So we may have figured out what happened, I’ll (try) and keep you all posted!

-

Speedster fan @Bart_Allen

[video of Blaze getting excited as she and Bart get ready to go out] For the assholes who
think I force her to work. I don’t. She’s a very good girl :)

    Speedster fan @Bart_Allen

For those who don’t know, this is Blaze! She’s my service dog for my PTSD

    Speedster fan @Bart_Allen

    Blaze is a lot of help and I love her

-

Hero Fan @heronews

    So this whole thing should be over with soon and so if your friends are from the other
universe, you might want to say farewell!

    Hero Fan @heronews



    Also, @youngavegersoffical and @youngjusticeoffical will be doing a joint Q&A on the
Young Avengers official youtube channel! Make sure to send in your questions and inquiry
towards the two teams!

Chapter End Notes

Please, do not hesitate to comment questions for the characters, think season two but
Wally was saved at the end

ships in this will be as follows:

Wickling

David and Tommy

Birdflash

Bluepulse

Kate and America

any cannon ships not mentioned

These ships are purely Young Avengers and Young Justice due to the fact they are the
ones receiving the questions. Remember, post-season 2, pre-season three Young Justice
and Young avengers only for questions!



Small chapter (see notes)

Chapter Summary

this is basically a filler chapter, and yes, Nate is now a part of this story because I love
my future super villain.

Chapter Notes

I still need questions, remember season 2 team, plus Wally. As well as all of the YA
team including Loki, Nate, and CAssie, no Noh-Varr thoghu as I am not the best writer
of him admittedly so... yeah. Sorry. ^^'

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Patriot @youngavengersoffical

Guys. My house. Now

-

“So guys hi,” Nate waved at the camera. “I’m Iron Lad, um… I don’t know how or why I’m
here… I remember being in the future and then… Poof.” Clearly, all of the Young Avengers,
either having met Nate or not, were shocked and happy to see their former leader. “I founded
the Young Avengers… Jesus felt like forever ago. Our team started with me, Wiccan,
Hulkling, and Patriot here who has decided I’m his teddy bear.” Said male just grumbled and
pulled Nate closer. “They told me they were planning on doing a joint Q&A with another
hero team known as the Young Justice team? So, uh, yeah. I’ll be part of that.”

“Yep!” Tommy piped up. “I’ve never met him, I think. Maybe.”

“You did when we saved mom from Doctor Doom remember?”

“Briefly,” Nate added to Billy’s statement.

“Wild times,” Cassie mused. However, the subject was quickly changed because yeah, Cassie
didn’t like thinking about that time.

“So anyway this idiot is back,” Patriot spoke up, rolling his eyes, playfully, at his former
team’s antics. “So ask him questions as well, and Nightwing said his partner, a retired
superhero, would be joining in on the questions. All questions about what our secret identities
are will be ignored, but you can ask us nonspecific questions about our civilian lives.”



Chapter End Notes

Super short chapter I know lol

Comments down below if you like, hate, or are indifferent to this story, I love hearing
from people!

Artemis and Kaldur are on their mission so they won't be taking questions

Ships are all cannon ships (unless they conflict with a ship down below) plus these:

Nate and Patriot (unestablished but like each other)

Wally and Dick (established between season 1 and 2. Wally knows about the mission
with Artemis and Kaldur still)

America and Kate (Established and happily so)

Connor and M'gann (I love them too much together for them to be broken up in this fic)

Bart and Jaime (not established but like each other)

David x Tomy (established)

Bart is gonna be 16 in this fic, but looks 14, the adults and Jaime know about his future
but no one else

You can ask LITERALLY ANYTHING :D Just keep it PG-13 so I don't have to raise
the rating on this fic yeah? Also, if you don't use their hero nammes (for example saying
Tim instead of Robin) it's no big deal just know I'll put "username asked: Robin what is
your favorite color?" instead of "username asked: Tim what is your favorite color?" in
the fic itself!



Smalll Update

This story isn't dead! I'm currently working on the next chapter which is the Q and A  with
YA and YJ, it's just taking a while for multiple reasons lol



Q and A

Chapter Notes

I know there weren't as many questions or whatever but eh it's what I could think up?

Anyway next chapter the DC heroes will be gone (I love Hartley/Dick/Wally as well so
you'll be seeing some stuff involving them later on in other works of mine)

"Yo guys today we're answering questions," Tommy said, getting comfortable with his team.
"And we had way more than we could do."

"Way more," Dick deadpanned, leaning against his boyfriend Wally.

"So many more," Wally added.

"So we'll be doing our best to answer them while eating," Cassie added. The group was, in
fact, eating. An off duty Blaze was also cuddling with Bart who was more than happy to give
her attention while he ate.

"Also, because we couldn't stop him, this is Walls and I's other boyfriend, Hartley."

"Yo!" Hartley waved. "I don't have any questions from you guys but I got bored. Plus food."

“Food,” the speedsters in the room agreed, nodding their heads sagely.

“Anyway first question,” Hartley spoke up. “We pretty much all know the Young Avengers
powers and gender and romantic/sexual orientations, but let’s just get a quick update on that
and if the young Justice Team is comfortable would they mind telling us as well?”

“Gay and Trans male though Loki did give me a dick, reality-warping powers,” Billy spoke
up, munching on his food.

“Gay, cis boy, shapeshifting, super strength, and a healing factor,” Teddy hummed.

“Lesbian cis girl, dimension dash universe hopping powers, super strength, near
invulnerability, and flight,” America grinned.

“Bi cis boy, same with my boyfriend. I’m a speedster and can make things explode and my
know-it-all boyfriend can absorb people’s knowledge.” David waved as Tommy spoke,
happily letting the white-haired speedster steal his food.

“Heteroflexible, mostly straight but every once in awhile I’ll have a female catch my eye, in
this case my girlfriend America, cis girl no powers but I am the current Hawkeye so archery,”



Kate said. America hummed and grinned.

“Pan and nonbinary, they/her pronouns,” Cassie said. “I’m one of the only single people on
this team. Size manipulation.”

“Pan and genderfluid,” Loki, currently a female, waved. “Norse goddess, sometimes the god
of fire, magic, mischief, fatherhood, trickery, and life as well as a frost giant so ice powers.
Also single.”

“Fatherhood?” Billy rose a brow at him.

“Yep,” Loki hummed. “I do have multiple kids.” The Young Justice team just stared at him
and he waved his hand. “God remember?”

“You get used to him. Or just have America punch him through a wall,” Tommy said. Loki
pouted. Hartley snorted and signed to Wally and Dick. Dick kept a neutral face, somehow,
but Wally had zero of that self-control and burst out laughing.

“Hart Jesus…” Wally shook his head.

“I don’t want to know,” Teddy decided.

“Something about Axel and Owen? I couldn't pick up the rest,” Billy admitted.

“You know sign language?” Hartley asked curiously.

“Not a whole ton, I had a deaf friend when I was younger before time and distance drifted us
apart, I remember the letters but not much else.” Hartley nodded in understanding.

“Anyway, no powers, cis male, and pan,” Dick said. “I am an acrobat, though.”

“And you’re horrid, supes thought you were a jumper once,” Wally reminded. Dick grinned,
unashamed. “Cis male, bi, super speed.”

“Gay, deaf, sound manipulation,” Hartley winked. “Cis boy.”

“Bi, cis boy, superspeed,” Bart hummed and munched on his food. Jaime tried not to look
interested in that.

“Bi cis boy as well, have an alien suit thing.” Khaji Da chirped, and Jaime muttered
something under his breath. Bart hummed and pet Blaze.

“This'll take forever,” Tommy complained. He was a speedster and impatient, sue him. The
group snorted, all used to their own speedsters.

“Fine fine, you spoilsport, we can answer on twitter anyway,” Billy said. Hartley hummed
and looked through the questions again.

“For those of you who aren’t in school/are students full time, what are your jobs?” Hartley
read out.



“Should be general enough,” Dick said. “I’m a detective.”

“I write,” Tommy waved his hand.

“I’m a student-teacher at Xavier's School for gifted youngsters,” David said. “...Does that
technically count as school since I’m going to school for teaching?”

“You get paid?” Dick asked. When David nodded, he added, “Counts as working then.”

“I’m actually curious how old are you guys? I'm a school psychologist,” M'gann said.

“I, Tommy, and Cassie are nineteen, and Teddy and David are twenty, Eli is eighteen,
America and Kate are twenty-one, and Loki is….” Billy turned to Loki.

“Somewhere in the thousands,” Loki shrugged.

“There ya go,” Billy hummed. “And yes, Teddy and I are engaged, we’re not in a rush to
actually get married, but we are engaged.”

“Yep,” Teddy grinned.

“I work part-time at the all,” Cassie shrugged. “Otherwise, just focused on my studies.”

“I’m doing an apprentice at a car mechanic’s shop,” Connor said, pulling M’gann close.
Hartley mumbled something to his partners, but they shook their heads. Hartley nodded in
understanding.

“Anyway, this one is for Impulse actually, they wanna know why you have a service dog.”
Bart sighed and pet Blaze, who whined.

“It’s… Not something I wanna talk about,” the speedster said.

“Preach,” Tommy said.

“Dadrus? I’m going to take a second.”

“Do you want me or one of your other dads there?” Bart shook his head and left with
Blaze. Dick sighed and leaned against Wally. Tommy eyed Bart as he left, but didn’t follow.
He got it.

“Anyway, the next question,” The white-haired speedster spoke up. “Also, leave him be.”
The group nodded and continued, Bart and Blaze eventually joining them again.



Gwen Stacy

Chapter Notes

Before anyone asks about this lovely mishmash of universes, there's Michelle "MJ"
Jones and Mary Jane "Em" Watson

my story my rules I love both of them deal

I’m Gay @wiccan

I kinda miss the YJ heroes tbh

    Speed @speedingbi

    Oof same, the speedsters were cool, especially Impulse

    Patriot @youngavengersoffical

    Superboy was pretty cool.

    Miss America @youngavengersoffical

    I can visit them whenever lol

-

Hero Fan @heronews

The whole universes combining thing has been reversed and taken care of! Maybe one day
we’ll see the other heroes again. For now, it’s business as usual.

-

Heroes are my muse @herosketches

Honestly I’m sad I had so many more heroes to draw???

    Bloom @SuperBloom

    Fucking mood

-

Ghosted @ghostspider



[image of upside-down New York] So apparently I can hang upside down.

-

Ghosted @ghostspider

[image of a covered hand on glass] Also does not have to be skin to surface. Nice.

    Ghosted @ghostspider

    Also how do I get it off?

-

Gwen @GStacy

[Link to band website] tickets for the FIRST The Mary Janes consort are now up! Get your
tickets and come see us on the 24th of May!

-

Gwen @GStacy

My aesthetic is drums, red bull, and song writing

Em @elementary

How is the new song coming?

Gwen @GStacy

Slow coming

-

We Can @wiccan

Hey @stickey_boi is @ghostspider one of yours?

Spider @stickey_boi

No? I don't know who she is tbh

Ghosted @ghostspider

🕷👌👀

-

Twitter DM s



stickey_boi: seriously who are you?

ghostspider: honestly a spider just kinda bit me? And now I have powers? It's weird. But
secret identities seem to be a thing so here I am. This account is just mainly so I can talk
about this stuff and document my progress with my new powers.

Sticky_boi: Ah carry one. If you have any questions or need help I got chu.

ghostspider: Thank you :)

-

Gwen @GStacy

Show was amazing! Glad to see so many fans :)

-

Ghosted @ghostspider

So apparently I have been invited into the super secret spider club and I am both excited and
confused.

    Sunshine @younger_spider

    One of us! One of us! One of us!

    Mama Spider @blackwidow

    It’s too late, the cluster has already claimed you

    Spidey @sticky_boi

    You were Chosen it's too late



Random Shinanigans and Deadpool posses a question

Chapter Notes

I love Sideways and you can pryhim from my cold dead hands

Sideways @DimensionRips

You thought you heard the last of me @StarLesbian

    Chavez. America Chavez @StarLesbian

    I ain’t even mad

-

Sideways @DimensionRips

For those who don’t know, I’m a member of Young Justice from the other universe, I can
cross dimensions/universes and make black holes (though I can’t control the balck holes so I
don’t use it) hi @StarLesbian and I have been friends for years now

-

Sideways @DimensionRips

All of you are so freaking weird. Like, your villains have no flare. Maybe it's because
Gotham villains are just Like That tho

  Kiddin' @KidLoki

How dare you!

  We Can @Wiccan

How tf did you italicize in a tweet???

-

Billy @BKaplan

Can school not exist?

-



We Can @wiccan

Speed pushed me so I'm starting a Kickstarter to put him down

  Speed @speedingbi

The benefits of killing me would @wiccan would be pushed way less

-

We Can @wiccan

Screw this I'm getting office hours. Stop summoning me at 3 AM just because it's the
witching hour I'm trying to sleep

  Kiddin' @KidLoki

Preach

-

Merc with the Mouth @deadpool

Who wants me to try and explain the origins of superheroes? And by me I mean the author.
Yes you. Reading this right now. The author of this fanfic you’re reading explains the origins
of marvel characters, including myself! Through me!



It's been a while

Chapter Summary

I have no excuses

Sideways @DimensionRips

I’m so mad, I need to bring my best friend to this universe to blast her on here. One moment.

    Ernestine @Ernestine

    Bitch wtf

    Sideways @DimensionRips

    You based my suit off of Spider-Man??/??

    Ernestine @Ernestine

    Excuse you, do you know how hard it is to think of ideas when you’re all like “Yo I have
powers now but I don’t know all I can do I’m going to become a hero help with an outfit I
know you make outfits all the time”

    Spidey @sticky_boi

    Confused spider here

    Ernestine @Ernestine

    You’re a fictional character in our home universe and my best friend put me on the spot.

-

Speed @speedingbi

The UST between our former leader @Ironlad and our former member @patriot makes me
want to vomit. Just fuck aready.

    Speed @speedingbi

    I’m the only emotionally constipated young hero allowed! Get your heads out of your
asses @IronLad and @patriot

-



We Can @wiccan

As crass as my bro is, @patriot and @IronLad need to get together.

    Hulkling @hulkling

    Agreed babe. They clearly like each other and can make eachother happy.

    America @youngavengersoffical

    Right?!?!?

-

History Buff @patriot

My old team is attacking me. I am attacked.

-

Twitter DMs

wiccan: Eli you know we just want you to be happy right?

patriot: He’s just going to have to leave again.

patriot: I get it, but… Please just stop. I can’t just…

patriot: just stop.

-

Group Chat: Young Assholes

Billy: Wif Tommy?

Tommy: Deal.

Billy: Anyway

Billy changed the group chat name to Young Avengers

Billy: E is really upset guys. He can't stand the thought of dating Nate only for him to have to
leave again.

America: But he doesn’t have to leave????????????

Teddy: What

Billy: What



David: Am I the only one not surprised?

Tommy: David. Love of my life. Future father of our two hundred children, you don’t count
you have knowledge absorption.

David: only 200??? Such restraint.

Billy: What do you mean???? I mean I want him to st-OH!!!!!!!

America: You’re such an idiot how are you the demiurge?

Billy: No one accused me of being functional

Billy: One moment adding the two back into the chat

Billy added Eli and Nate to the group chat

Nate: Yo

Eli: Haven’t been in this chat for a while…

Billy: Nate doesn't have to leave

Eli: Of course he has to

Nate: Of cours eI have to

Billy: Oh. Right. You weren't there for me-being-the-demiurge thing

Nate: I already knew because time travel but go off

Billy: AND YOU DIDN'T WARN ME?!?!?!?!?!?!?!!?

Billy: RUDE!

Billy: betrayed. Anyway I can just make it so you don’t have to leave!

Nate: That…. Actually can he?

America: he’s already rewritten the multiverse before, changing something like this is minor
in comparison

Billy: BRB gonna get Strange and Loki’s help with some stuff but you are gonna stay put
former leader

Kate: I’m the current leader you can fite me

-

Text Convo: Shuri and Peter



Shuri: Peter I’m disappointed in you. You didn’t tell me your new friend is cute

Peter: I’m sorry…? You mean Ghost Spider?

Shuri: Gwen yes.

Shuri: wtf PArker?

-

Spidey @sticky_boi

That moment when one of your friends likes another of your friends but they live in different
countries and never met IRL

    Smartest in the Room @princess_Shuri

    How dare??????

    Spidey @sticky_boi

    I do dare

-

Riri @RWilliams

[selfies of Riri and Peter in Tony’s lab] My lab partner <3 no romo

    Flash @hundredyarddash

    Should I be jealous @Parkerphotos lol

    Peter with a B @Parkerphotos

    You know I only have eyes for you ;)

    Riri @RWilliams

    Get your sappiness off of my tweet losers

-

Gay AF @BKaplan

Happy pride everyone! And especially to the best partner ever @Altman

-

We Can @wiccan



[image of Wiccan and Hulkling kissing at a pride parade] Thank you @sticky-boi for getting
a fellow nerd to take this!

    Hulkling @hulkling

    Had an amazing time <3



Hey look I remembered we had a plot

Viv @Sythezizer

My white haired brother has been crying how does one comfort someone?

    We Can @wiccan

    He’s WHAT????!?!?!!!!!?!?!?!?!??

Viv @Synthezizer

He is crying, someone called him while we were hanging out and suddenly he just started
crying

-

Know-It-All @prodigy

I know you guys are worried but give @speedingbi a break. He got some pretty shitty news

-

Group Chat: Super Pals

Wiccan: Hey letting you all know, bro, me, Viv, Vision, mom, other mom, other other mom,
and Hulkling and Prodigy aren’t gonna be available for a while.

Prodigy: So... um… other mom and other other mom?

Wiccan: Other mom is Wanda, other other mom is Viv’s mom

Viv: Yep I call Wanda other mom and my mom mom

Prodigy: Wiccan your family is like keeping up with the kardashians I stg

Hulkling: Welcome to my life, I’m engaged to him and can’t keep that family straight.

Speed: Ha. Straight. Also, Prodigy, I’m all packed.

Prodigy: Me too. You sure about this?

Speed: No, but I feel like I kinda have to, if only for closure.

Mz. Marvel: guys….?

Speed: MM just say on hero news some personal family stuff came up okay?

Mz. Marvel: You sure? I can just say nothing you know.



Speed: It’ll at least get people off of my back.

-

Hero fan @heronews

Speedingbi and his family will be inactive for a while, due to personal family business (yes, I
do in fact have permission to say this, but nothing more)

-

Group Chat: Family

Tommy: Thanks for coming with me guys, I don’t think I could have done this alone

Pietro: Of course mini me

Charles: I’m just sorry Xavier and I couldn't make it

Wanda: Dad that’s your husband’s phone

Erik: Explains the contact names, this is Charles btw we’re switching our phones back

Teddy: Couple goals

Billy: Agreed

Tommy: She was a horrible, racist, bigorted piece of shit but… She was all I had for so long

David: I get it, even after I met her that other time

Tommy: I’m still sorry for subjecting you to that, I guess it’s been so long I forgot what she
was like.



I'm not sorry

Speedster cool @speedingbi

So funny story, apparently I’m rich now, who knew my family was secretly loaded?

    Speedster cool @speedingbi

    Apparently they’ve been trying to contact me for years, but accidentally blowing up my
school and ending up in a government program trying to turn me into a living weapon
impeded that.

    Speedster cool @speedingbi

    Also, apparently, mom never bothered to tell me who my dad was not because he was
dead, but because, like always, she was just looking out for herself :)

-

Tommy Stark @JustTommy

This is a goddamn thing now. Cool. Great. I’m coping. It’s fine.

    Tommy Stark @JustTommy

    I MEAN IT’S NOT LIKE MY MOM ABANDONED HER FAMILY AFTER SHE SLEPT
WITH TONY sTARK AND GOT PREGNANT AND LEFT OR ANYTHING BECAUSE
SHE DECIDED EHR LIFE WOULD JUST BE EASIER THAT WAY

    Tommy Stark @JustTommy

    Or the fact that I’m now twenty years old and had been lied to my whole life that my dad
was fucking dead and her fmaily kicked her out for being pregnant outside of marriage.

-

Group Chat: Family

Billy has added Tony Stark to the chat

Billy: Welcome to this group chat, we’re fucking weird.

Billy: Just Remember Tommy  I are a box set, even if we’re not technically twins this time
around

Tony: Cool, great, you guys want your own wings in Avengers mansion or share one? You’ll
have to share a floor at the tower though.



Tommy: We already have rooms??????????????????

Tony: And? You’re my sons now

Tony: Wanda and Vision can fight me

Billy: I have great not shitty reincarnation parents

Tony: I won’t fight Rebecca, she'd win. She knows all my deep psychological issues and
secrets

Wanda: I’m not even surprised you’re giving them their own damn wing

Tommy: For the record, share

Billy: Yep, and preferably have a meditation room for me

Tony: Noted

-

Gwen @GStacy

Apparently @parkerphotos is friends with @princess_Shuri ?????

    Peter with a B @parkerphotos

    She’s awesome.

    Smartest in the Room @princess_Shuri

    Damn right I am! I’m coming to visit too

-

Daily Bugle @DailyBugle

[Link to an old article about Tommy blowing up his school] Looks like @JustTommy takes
after his father

    Tony @iamironman

    Take this down. Now. I can and will sue you for defamation of character and
misrepresentation

-

Chat: Tony and Tommy

Tony: You okay kiddo?



Tommy: Still twenty and …. I don't like being reminded of it. At all. Especially because it
led to the worst years of my lifeI can’t deal with media bullshit right now

Tommy: I just need to be at home in a blanket burrito with David and the stray cat that I’m
pretty sure has decided it lives with us now.

Tony: I get it.

-

Group Chat: Super Pals

Wiccan: We’ll be back in operation in a few days, just ie Speed some time to adjust

Prodigy: He’s currently in a blanket burrito cuddling Sonic (his name idea not mine for the
record)

Mz. Marvel: Thanks for letting us know! Tell him I give my best and sorry about his mom :(

Squirrel Girl: Same here!

-

“Why is the camera… the lens cap is still on, whoops,” Peter’s voice could be heard before
suddenly he was visible, grinning from ear to ear. “There! Hello guys! We’re giving Tommy
here a tour of the labs, as well as fun nerd things with Shuri, who’ll be hanging out with us
for a week!” The Wakandan princess waved and smirked.

“What up? I’m the coolest person you’ll ever meet!” 

Another girl, slightly younger than the two of them, laughed and smirked. “Don’t forget
about me, loser!”

“Oh Riri is here too I guess,” Peter hummed, turning to a white haired boy. “Tommy say hi to
the camera!”

“Are we even allowed to be making this video for the Avenger’s YouTube channel?” he said
instead, looking mildly unimpressed. There was a clear hesitancy in his eyes, however.

“We do it all the time,” Riri confirmed and got off of one of the lab tables. “You should call
the rest of the nerd squad as well.” The nerd squad consisted of Miles, Peter, MJ, Ned, and
Gwen. the former for easily integrating the later one into the group. Peter smirked and
nodded, quickly texting them.

“Shuri can finally meet Gwen too,” he wiggled his brows and Shuri huffed, looking away.
“Alright let's have some fun!”



I'm back bitches!

We Can @wiccan

Sometimes life gives you a random time-traveling group of people, and you just gotta Be
Okay™

Sorceress Supreme @Pricesssupreme

It's me. I'm one of the time travelers

-

Light of everyone's life @photon

What up bitches?

Blue Gal @nocturne

Babe please

-

Phoenix @AriaStorm

Brother made me promise not to murder people against supernaturals in this time period. Or
transphobes.

Fire Trans @MarcoStorm

We don't need ANOTHER investigation sis

Phoenix @AriaStorm

You're no fun

-

Light of everyone's life @photon

I may have made a miscalculation

Blue Gal @nocturne

MARIE LEBEAU I AM GOING TO STRANGLE YOU AND BLAST YOU FROM HERE
TO LAST THURSDAY

I'm scared @photon



I'm sorry babe!

-

Fire Trans @MarcoStorm

Glad to see my family is just as famous in this time hi Im Marco im a trans gay man im
dating @kineticforce and my dad is @FlameOn

-

Kinetic Force @kineticforce

Tfw your boyfriend calls you out for being gay

Lights @photon

That's because you're a disaster gay

Kinetic Force @kineticforce

And you're a barely-functioning pan

-

Nano @ellie

Man if the Richards Twins cane with us that'd be top notch bit noooooo we got the Storm
siblings

Phoenix @AriaStorm

@ me next time coward

-

Tommy Stark @JustTommy

News media Needs To Stop. I literally just buried someone, you lot need to stop harassing me
and my boyfriend. Please.

Tommy Stark @JustTommy

But if you're gonna harass me, at least donate to local charities, don't both blood and plasma,
and just…. Try and be good people? 

-

"Power testing part…. Technically part one because time-travel," a pale girl with long black
hair that turned white halfway down said with a hum. The whites of her eyes were black, and
her irises were red. "Photon here. Ready Phoenix?"



"This seems like a horrible idea but sure," a blonde girl snorted. Her long blonde hair was
over her shoulder, the very bottom braided with a strap to tie the end. She had pale blue eyes.

"Kick it!"

The blonde, Phoenix, sighed flames coming off of her findings in tiny wisps, forming
together as they danced across the room, only guided by the movement of the teen's fingers.
They were pretty, and gave off more warmth than one would assume.

"Are you two screwing around again?" A voice called after a girl with shoulder-length burner
hair came through a portal. She had pale skin, brown eyes, and wore a float purple robe and
red cape. "We're supposed to be figuring out how to get home."

"You're no fun," Marie huffed.

"Aria, Marie. Portal. Now," Katie said firmly.

-

Light particles @photon

Some of the funniest shit to come out of this is @ellie meeting the parents (not including the
surrogate) of her girlfriend I am DECEASED

-

Phoenix @AriaStorm

That moment when you realize just how fucking influential and connected the Magneto line
is

Phoenix @AriaStorm

I mean, you have the freaking Emperor and Prince-Consort of the Kree-Skrull Empire
(Hulking and Wiccan), with their eldest being the Sorceress Supreme

Phoenix @AriaStorm

Then you have Wanda "mother of Speed and Wiccan" Maximoff who also has another
daughter, Talia 'TJ' Wagner, whose dad is Nightcrawler and grandma is Mystique.

Phoenix @AriaStorm

Then there the CROWN PRINCESS OF THE MOON my BFF Luna Maximoff whose
Pietro's kid

Phoenix @AriaStorm

Charles 'Professor X' Xavier is married to fucking Magneto

Phoenix @AriaStorm



White Shadow, granddaughter of Tony Stark (through less than ethical means considering she
was meant to be a Widow)

Phoenix @AriaStorm

Not to mention TJ is also daughter Marie LeBwau aka Photon whose older brother is dating
my older brother and Photon-

Phoenix @AriaStorm

 -is also close friends with Ellie who's dating Spider-Man's daughter Black Spider and both
are best friends with the second Daredevil who's dating my cousin Frankie.

Phoenix @AriaStorm

Oh and my boyfriend is James Rogers so like… Yeah

-

Loki'd @kidloki

@AriaStorm you forgot the fact that I apparently taught Katie all she knows?

Sorceress Supreme @pricesssupreme

You were ONE OF my teachers, dad and Dr. Strange were the other two



A much easier way to get out info (Happy Pride!)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Nano @ellie

PRIDE MONTH BITCHES YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS! TIME TO GIVE YOUR
GENDER AND/OR YOUR SEXUAL/ROMANTIC ORIENTATION IF YOU'RE
COMFORTABLE

Nano @ellie

Pan, she/her (cis)

-

Phoenix @AriaStorm

Pan, she/her (cis)

-

Fire Trans @MarcoStorm

Gay gay gay~ he/him (trans)

-

Kinetic Force @kineticforce

Gay, he/him (cis)

-

Light particles @photon

Pan she/her (cis)

-

Blue Gal @nocturne

Lesbian, she/her (cis)

-

Sorceress Supreme @Pricesssupreme



Bi, NB (She/them)

Chapter End Notes

If you're curious ever about any of my OCs, feel free to leave a comment and I will
happily ramble on about them



Vlog #1

A younger Aria sets up a camera, smiling. She appears to be in a somewhat nice bathroom.

"Hey! I decided, with my new school's permission, to start a vlog! I think it'd help a lot of
people start seeing Supernaturals like myself and mutants as less faceless things and more
like people!" Aria beams, her blue eyes flashing to have the colors of fire for a split second.
Her long blond hair ombres to a golden orange.

There is a quick speed up montage. Aria is first brushing out her hair, then braiding the
bottom and wrapping it in a strap until only the blond in her hair shows, with some of the
blonde braided. She then puts on her makeup.

The video cuts and now Aria is walking down a hallway in her uniform. Her uniform was a
white button up collared shirt, a mauve blazer with the school's emblem on it, and a magenta
skirt, the school's emblem also being magenta. With her neck exposed, it was easy to see the
gem embedded in it that was the same red-orange as the bottom half of her hair.

"I smell pancakes! My brother just got me and he's going to wake up the rest of the family.
Apparently, dad made breakfast today." Aria is beaming, obviously excited about the
prospect of her dad cooking.

Once Aria has moved to just inside a door frame, she pauses. She quickly turned the camera,
revealing an open concept kitchen/living room and zooms in where her dad is cooking.

Johnny is definitely older in the video, and has several scars that can be seen thanks to being
shirtless, a couple of them even look like burn scars. His hair is still the same length as his
younger self, but messier, and he had a five o'clock shadow.

"He really is cooking," she whispers. "He's actually…"

The scene cuts to Marco, looking significantly more feminine, picking up the camera and
showing everyone's faces, which was Sue, Ben, Reed, and Johnny, all looking older, his
sister, then showing the empty plates before turning the camera to himself. "Aria is about to
leave so hi internet, I'm Marco."

"Marco!" Aria laughed and wrestled the camera from her brother. She turned it towards
herself and rolled her eyes playfully. "He's great I promise. My cousins all usually would be
here but they're visiting Katie and her family for a mission." 

The camera suddenly shows old, but well taken care of, metal gates, which were designed to
look like a shield with a rose surrounded by a thorn bush. It was the same emblem as on
Aria's school uniform.

"We're here, not sure how much I can record of orientation but we'll see," Aria suddenly
spoke up from behind the camera, sounding uncharacteristically nervous. "Let's hope I can
make some friends."



-

The video suddenly shifts to a rather nice but small bedroom. From where the camera was
positioned on a window sill. You could see the door, a closet door (closed) to the left of the
door, a dresser to the right of the door, and a desk next to the closet. Aria was sitting on a
rather simple bed with the door closed.

"So, no footage of orientation, and I won't be able to get footage of classes. But, I can still
talk about them on camera." Aria fused with her hair. "So, we only have to wear our uniforms
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, plus special events like guest speakers, orientation, etcetera,
which is nice. Staff does our laundry but if it's not in our specific laundry hamper by Friday,
it won't be cleaned. Food will be provided in the cafeteria, but if we want something outside
of mealtimes, we have to use the kitchenettes in our dorms. I'll give a dorm tour in a different
video."

Aria pauses as there was a knock and looks over, but then turns back to the camera and
smiles.

"That must be one of the two people I met."

The blonde reached up and gave one last smile before turning the camera off.



Vlog #2

"Hey guys!"

"The camera cap is on."

"Oh!"

The video suddenly goes from black to showing three girls. Aria is one of them, but she's
joined by a Hispanic girl with messy black hair that stopped just at the top of her shoulder.
She had one sea-green and one brown eye, freckles, and the school uniform, just with mauve
slacks instead of a skirt. She was also wearing a red knit beanie.

The other girl was in the school uniform, also wearing the pants version, but her blazer was
on the couch next to where the three girls were sitting. She had lynx-like ears on the top of
her head, and a ring-tailed lemur tail. Her hair was short, with 'emo' fringe bangs hiding the
left side of her face, and she had purple in her bangs that made them dyed to look like fire.
Her tail also had white and purple rings and her main hair color was white. She also had
crisscrossed small hoop earrings in her left ear.

"These are my friends Cassie and Lexi!" Cassie, the one with heterochromia, waved when
she was introduced and Lexi, the animal hybrid, just smiled. "I met them during orientation." 

"She asked us for help with her vlog thing," Cassie mused. "Seemed fun."

"Tons," Lexi laughed. "I asked if I could do some neat explanation videos with my art and
this nerd was all for it."

"It sounds cool!" Aria defended herself, laughing. "Besides you guys give a different
perspective than I can."

"True," Cassie said. "I don't think my videos on the topics will be nearly as interesting."

"We'll figure it out," Aria promised.



Chapter 23

Chapter Notes

This will be the final chapter

It's a bit of an abrupt ending, but my opinions and stance on some of the ships in here
change, plus it's simply just not fun to write anymore

Hope y'all understand!

Phoenix @AriaStorm

Whoever posted those videos. Take. Them. Down.

Phoenix @AriaStorm

I don't know how you managed to get them, since we time traveled, but those videos were
taken off my YouTube for a reason.

Phoenix @AriaStorm

Lexi died at the end of that first year, and due to the high emotions Cassie and I were feeling
at the time, we decided to take those videos as well as any videos she was in that weren't
purely educational, down.

Phoenix @AriaStorm

So however you got them. Stop. There's plenty of other videos on that channel you can
somehow upload on the present.

-

Time shenanigans

Ellie: Shit Aria are you okay?

Aria: … no

Aria: I'm just… confused and pissed

Katie: and that's totally valid.

Marco: Gods sis I'm so sorry those videos somehow got uploaded



Talia: We'll get them down as soon as possible.

-

Human Torch @FlameOn

We’re working on getting the videos taken down, we got the first one down. This isn't a
game.

-

Sorceress Supreme @Princesssupreme

We're no closer to figuring out how to get home, but hey, this time period isn't all that bad.

Ellie @nano

Not the worst time period we could have gone too, no

-

Pan with a Plan @photon

I *have* a way of getting home but it's only just me and the others won't like it

Kinetic Gay @kineticforce

You're not allowed to die we've been over this

-

Time shenanigans

Ellie: hey. Aria.

Aria: ???

Ellie: I know a way to make you feel better!

*Nate Richards has been added to the chat*

Ellie: we're gonna troll plebs.

Aria: … yeah id like to do that

Katie: count me in!

Ellie: Also, Aria, didn't your cousin and Paige break up????

Aria: … oh yeah. In my defense, I was dealing with other shit a month ago



-

Phoenix @AriaStorm

I miss my boyfriend James Bradley and his sister Anastasia Romanov :(

-

Ellie @nano

I miss my girlfriend Mayday Parker and our shared BFF Paige Murdock

-

Nate @Ironlad

The most stressful thing about time travel is never knowing whose with who

Nate @Ironlad

Like I legitimately thought @wiccan and @hulkling were already together when I first came
to the past????

Nate @Ironlad

They weren't though and man that was Weird.

Sorceress Supreme @Princesssupreme

Right????? Like I'm used to my dad being married and ruling several galaxies.

-

Pan with a plan @photon

I gotta agree with @Ironlad about the relationship thing. Always a weird staring off into
space trying to figure out whose with who

-

Apprentice Mage @Tessa-coil

I can get you guys home.
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